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Questionnaire 

 

1. Does your Parliament/ Chamber consider the full respect of 

democracy, the rule of law and fundamental rights, as per 

Article 2 TEU, necessary for good cooperation and mutual trust 

within the EU? 

 

Yes.  

 

2. Does your Parliament/Chamber discuss annual reports on 

Democracy, Rule of Law and/ or Fundamental Rights? 

 

The House Standing Committee on Human Rights and equal opportunities 

between men and women is competent to monitor and scrutinize, in the 

context of parliamentary scrutiny, the implementation of human rights 

norms. Additionally, the Committee on Legal Affairs frequently discusses 

issues concerning human rights. In this context, the Committees may 

discuss cases of human rights violations against individuals or groups and 

submit reports to the Plenary.  

These Committees are in close cooperation with the Anti-Descrimination 

Body, the Independent Authority for the Prevention of Torture and the 

Equality Body functioning under the structure of the Ombudsman’s Office. 

Reports from the said authorities, which usually refer to judgments of the 

ECHR, are communicated to these Committees for consideration and 

monitoring and the Committees may decide to examine particular cases of 

human rights abuse in relation to Opinions prepared by the Ombudsman’s 

office.   

 

Furthermore the House Standing Committee on Institutions, Merit and the 

Commissioner for Administration (Ombudsman) has competence in matters 

pertaining to principles, values, institutions and generally good 

administration. The legislative work and parliamentary scrutiny exercised by 

this committee is mainly aimed at taking legal or other measures to fill gaps 

and weaknesses or to correct mistakes in the administration, in order to 



consolidate meritocracy and enhance credibility towards the citizens. Within 

the framework of its responsibilities, the Committee monitors and is 

informed about activities in all areas of public administration action in its 

broadest sense. 

 

 

All Committees may submit written questions to the executive requesting 

information on certain issues of concern and also, they may invite in their 

meetings any person deemed necessary to provide information on issues 

under discussion.  

 

 

3. Does your Parliament/Chamber have any procedure to assess 

the state of DRF annually at national level? 

 

Human Rights issues are being dealt with in the framework of 

parliamentary scrutiny, as above.  

 

If so: 

- which bodies are vested with the power to perform this assessment or 

monitoring? 

 

The House Standing Committees as above.  

 

4. Does your Parliament/Chamber have debates on the situation 

of Democracy, Rule of Law and/ or Fundamental Rights (DRF)? 

 

Democracy, Rule of Law and / or Fundamental Rights are debated in the 

general framework of parliamentary scrutiny. 

 

If so: 

- how often is this debate taking place?  

There is no regularity in the debates. They are carried out whenever needed.  

 

- can you describe briefly if the debates are incident driven or systematic? 

As above.  

 



- How is/ are the DRF debate(s) organized? 

See answer to Question 2.  

 

- Is there a special DRF rapporteur?  

 

The Cyprus House of Representatives does not use the system of 

Rapporteurs.  

  

- Is/ are the DRF debate(s) based on a report? If so, who provides the 

report?   

 

The Cyprus House of Representatives does not have a system of submission 

of own initiative reports, however, any report can be debated in the 

framework of the House Standing Committees or during Plenary.  

 

5. As National Parliaments play a key role in maintaining the 

necessary continuous debate within the common Union 

consensus on DRF, the DRF Pact proposes an 

interparliamentary debate. 

 

- How could the work of your Parliament/Chamber contribute 

to this annual DRF policy cycle? 

 

Potentially, the House of Representatives could hold debates on the 

European DRF Report and consider and monitor the implementation of  

the country specific recommendations for Cyprus, for next year’s 

evaluation.  

  

- How would your Parliament/Chamber ensure compliance with 

commitments by all relevant parties?   

 

Through more frequent parliamentary scrutiny.  

 

- Would the appointment of a special DRF rapporteur in your 

Parliament/Chamber be helpful to safeguard the bottom up approach? 

 

The Cyprus House of Representatives does not use the system of 

Rapporteurs.  



 

Finally, what suggestions does your Parliament/Chamber have 

for ensuring compliance with Article 2 TEU by all Member 

States? 

 

All legislation enacted by the House of Representatives should be in 

compliance with Article 2 TEU. Continuous scrutiny and sharing of best 

practices between parliaments in the field of DRF would be useful in this 

respect. 
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